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Metric Similarity Joins Using MapReduce
Gang Chen, Keyu Yang, Lu Chen, Yunjun Gao,Member, IEEE, Baihua Zheng, and Chun Chen
Abstract—Given two object sets Q and O, a metric similarity join finds similar object pairs according to a certain criterion. This
operation has a wide variety of applications in data cleaning and data mining, to name but a few. However, the rapidly growing volume
of data nowadays challenges traditional metric similarity join methods, and thus, a distributed method is required. In this paper, we
adopt a popular distributed framework, namely, MapReduce, to support scalable metric similarity joins. To ensure the load balancing,
we present two sampling based partition methods. One utilizes the pivot and the space-filling curve mappings to cluster the data into
one-dimensional space, and then selects high quality centroids to enable equal-sized partitions. The other uses the KD-tree partitioning
technique to equally divide the data after the pivot mapping. To avoid unnecessary object pair evaluation, we propose a framework that
maps the two involved object sets in order, where the range-object filtering, the double-pivot filtering, the pivot filtering, and the plane
sweeping techniques are utilized for pruning. Extensive experiments with both real and synthetic data sets demonstrate that our
solutions outperform significantly existing state-of-the-art competitors.
Index Terms—Similarity joins, metric space, MapReduce, algorithm
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
GIVEN two object setsQ andO, ametric similarity join findsobject pairs from Q  O with their distances within a
specified distance threshold e. Considering that metric spaces
can support a wide range of data types and similarity metrics,
metric similarity joins are required in various real-life applica-
tions, including data cleaning [4], data mining [2], [20], data
integration [9], web page de-duplication [17], plagiarism det-
ection [18], click fraud detection [25], entity resolution [36],
etc. Here,we give two representative examples.
Application 1 (Data Cleaning). As an example, joining simi-
lar data is a very important data cleaning operator. In a sales
data warehouse, due to typing mistakes and differences in
conventions, product and customer names in sales records
may not match exactly with those in the master product cat-
alog and reference customer registration records, resulting
in errors in the data result. Metric similarity joins can be
employed to eliminate such errors. Here, edit distance can
be used to measure the similarity between any two product
names (or customer names).
Application 2 (Data Mining). The metric similarity join can
be utilized as a fundamental building block for a large num-
ber of data mining tasks such as clustering [2], [20]. For
instance, many clustering algorithms (e.g., C2P, k-means)
can be improved by performing metric similarity joins as
the first step, to reduce the quadratic-cost.
With the development of Internet, the volume, richness,
and diversity of data challenges traditional metric similarity
join methods in terms of both space cost and efficiency. This
calls for a scalable metric similarity join method to provide
more efficient query service. Hence, we adopt a popular dis-
tributed framework, namely, MapReduce, and investigate
metric similarity joins using MapReduce.
Existing efforts on metric similarity joins mostly focus on
the centralized environment [10], [11], [14], [19], [28], [29],
[31], [32]. They have limited scalability since they cannot
support large datasets. Recently, similarity joins using Map-
Reduce have also been studied because of the era of big data.
Nonetheless, they mainly aim at specific metric data (e.g.,
vectors [25], [26], sets [25], [34], strings [1], [8], [21]), which
utilize the characteristics (e.g., prefix filtering [34]) of the spe-
cific metric data to accelerate the query and thus cannot sup-
port similarity joins in general metric spaces. To the best of
our knowledge, studies presented in [30], [33], [35] are the
only works that explore metric similarity joins usingMapRe-
duce. However, these existing efforts are far from enough
due to following two main reasons. First, those methods
select centroids of the partitions randomly, which leads to
unbalanced partitions. Thus, repartitioning is required to
ensure the load balancing. Second, they usually map the two
involved datasets simultaneously, and use simple candidate
filtering techniques designed for metric spaces, incurring
verifications of a large number of false candidates. Motivated
by the limitations of existing approaches, we dedicate this
paper to the development of more efficient and scalable met-
ric similarity joinmethods usingMapReduce.
To support efficient and scalable metric similarity joins
using MapReduce, two challenges have to be addressed. The
first one is how to ensure the load balancing? The load balancing
is a basic need for distributed systems. To ensure the load bal-
ancing, we present two sampling based partition approaches.
One, termed as clustering based partition method, utilizes the
pivot mapping and space-filling curve (SFC) techniques [6] to
cluster the data into one dimensional space, and then selects
centroids to obtain balanced partition; the other, called KD-
tree based partition method, uses the partitioning technique
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borrowed from the KD-tree with the pivot mapping to enable
equal-sized partition. The second challenge is how to avoid eval-
uating unqualified object pairs? Every object pair evaluation
incurs one distance computation, which is one of the most
expensive operations inmetric spaces. As a result, we propose
a framework that maps the datasets in order, which usesmul-
tiple metric pruning rules summarized in [38], including the
range-pivot filtering, the double-pivot filtering, and the
pivot filtering in the partition phase. In addition, the plane
sweeping technique [10], [11] is also employed to further cut
down the number of distance computations in the reduce
phase. In brief, the key contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:
 We present two sampling based partition methods,
namely, clustering based partition method and KD-
tree based partition method, to achieve the load bal-
ancing without repartitioning.
 We propose a framework that maps the datasets in
order, where several metric pruning techniques
(including the range-pivot filtering, the double-pivot
filtering, and the pivot filtering) and the plane
sweeping technique are borrowed, in order to reduce
the number of distance computations.
 We conduct extensive experiments using both real
and synthetic data sets to verify the efficiency and
scalability of our metric similarity join approaches
compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 gives the definitions of met-
ric similarity join and MapReduce. Section 4 elaborates the
framework for metric similarity joins using MapReduce.
Sections 5 and 6 present two efficient partition methods for
the map phase, respectively. Section 7 describes an efficient
solution designed for the reduce phase. Experimental
results and our findings are reported in Section 8. Finally,
Section 9 concludes the paper.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 MapReduce
MapReduce [7] is a popular distributed framework for big
data processing because of its scalability and fault tolerance.
Users specify a map function that processes a key/value pair
hk1; v1i to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs list
(hk2; v2i), and a reduce function that merges all intermediate
values associated with the same intermediate key
hk2; listðv2Þi to generate listðhk3; v3i). The map and reduce
functions are shown as follows:
Map: hk1; v1i ! listðhk2; v2i)
Reduce: hk2; listðv2Þi ! listðhk3; v3i)
Many existing works (e.g., [12], [13], [23], [24]) focus on
query processing using MapReduce. In particular, Doulkeri-
dis and Norvag [12] summarized the optimization techni-
ques used in MapReduce based query processing. However,
the employment of the optimization techniques relies on the
query type and the underlying data. Hence, all the existing
methods cannot solve the problem of metric similarity joins
usingMapReduce efficiently.
2.2 Metric Similarity Joins
The metric similarity join has attracted a lot of attention since
it is introduced. Dohnal et al. [10] developed a D-index based
partition method using the plane-sweeping and the pivot
filtering techniques, and further improved query efficiency
using eD-index [11]. Jacox and Samet [19] overviewed exist-
ing metric similarity join algorithms, and proposed a
QuickJoin algorithm. Paredes and Reyes [28] handled simi-
larity joins using LTC, which indexes jointly two object
sets. Fredriksson and Braithwaite [14] improved the Quick-
join algorithm for metric similarity joins. Silva and Pearson
[29], [31], [32] presented a non-blocking similarity join
operator, namely, DBSimJoin, and explored index-based
metric similarity joins. In addition, other types of metric
joins (e.g., metric k-closest pair queries [16], [22], [28], met-
ric all k-nearest neighbor search [3], [5], [27]) are also inves-
tigated. Nevertheless, all the above methods are only
designed for a centralized environment, and thus, they can-
not support metric similarity joins on large datasets.
Recently, metric similarity joins using MapReduce have
receivedmuch attention, as it is required in the era of big data.
Silva et al. [33] extended QuickJoin algorithm to MapReduce.
Wang et al. [35] developed MAPSS, which partitions the data
with the minimum redundancy to achieve good load-balance
in the presence of limited computing resources, and uses an
on-the-fly lossless compression strategy to reduce both the
running time and the final output size. More recently, Sarma
et al. [30] proposed a ClusterJoin framework that partitions
the data using the double pivot filtering to prune unqualified
candidates, and utilizes a set of strong candidate filters spe-
cific to different distance functions. In order to achieve the
load balancing, a sampling based repartitioning is employed,
i.e., a 2D hashing split is needed when the estimated partition
size exceeds the threshold. However, existing efforts on met-
ric similarity joins using MapReduce are insufficient, due to
following three reasons. (i) They require repartitioning to
ensure the load balancing. In comparison, we present two
sampling-based partition methods that utilize the pivot map-
ping, the SFC, and the KD-tree partitioning techniques, to
achieve better load balancing performance without reparti-
tioning. (ii) The existingmethods usuallymap a single dataset
or two involved datasets simultaneously with simple metric
filtering techniques, while in this paper, we map the datasets
in sequence with several efficient metric filtering techniques,
to filter considerable unqualified candidates. (iii) They adopt
brute-force evaluation in the reduce phase, while we utilize
the plane sweeping and the data filtering techniques to further
boost query efficiency.
In addition, similarity joins using MapReduce on particu-
lar metric data (such as vectors [25], [26], sets [25], [34], and
strings [1], [8], [21]) are also investigated. Nonetheless, all
the works design specific algorithms via using the charac-
teristics of the particular metric data they aim at. Hence,
they are not applicable to tackle efficiently similarity joins in
general metric spaces.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we give the definition of metric similarity
join. Table 1 summarizes the symbols frequently used.
Ametric space is denoted as a tuple (M, d), inwhichM is an
object domain and d is a distance function to measure
“similarity” between objects in M. In particular, the distance
function d has four properties: (1) symmetry: dðq; oÞ ¼ dðo; qÞ;
(2) non-negativity: dðq; oÞ  0; (3) identity: dðq; oÞ ¼ 0 iff q ¼ o;
and (4) triangle inequality: dðq; oÞ  dðq; pÞþ dðp; oÞ. Based on
these properties, we formally define the metric similarity join
below.
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Definition 1 (Metric Similarity Join). Given two object sets
Q and O in a metric space M and a distance threshold e, a met-
ric similarity join finds the object pairs hq; oi from QO with
their distances bounded by e, i.e., MSJðQ;O; "Þ ¼ fhq; oijq 2
Q ^ o 2 O ^ dðq; oÞ  "g.
Consider two English word sets Q ¼ {“defoliates”, “def-
oliation”, “defoliate”} and O ¼ {“defoliating”, “defoliated”,
“citrate”}, where the edit distance is used tomeasure the sim-
ilarity between two words. An example of metric similarity
join is that finding the word pairs from Q and O with their
edit distances bounded by 1. Thus, MSJðQ;O; 1Þ ¼
fh00defoliates00; 00defoliated00i; h00defoliate00; 00defoliated00ig. Note
that, in some real-life applications (e.g., clustering), object
sets Q and O could be identical. In this paper, we focus on
metric similarity joins on two different object sets, although
our proposed methods can be easily extended to support the
case whenQ ¼ O.
4 METRIC SIMILARITY JOIN FRAMEWORK
The state-of-the-art MapReduce framework for solvingmetric
similarity joins is depicted in Fig. 1a. It first utilizes a specific
map function to distribute objects inQ andO into several par-
titions Pið1  i  mÞ simultaneously, and then, it uses a
reduce function to find the result set RSi in each partition Pi.
However, in this paper, we adopt a newmetric similarity join
processing framework, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. It utilizes a
map function to distribute objects in Q into several disjoined
partitionsPi, and then uses anothermap function to distribute
objects in O into corresponding partitions Pi. Next, a reduce
function is employed to find the result set SRi for every parti-
tion Pi. The benefit of our framework is that, after mappingQ
into several partitions, we can get a bound for each partition;
based onwhich, we can derive a tighter search region for each
partitionwhenmappingO and thus avoid lots of unnecessary
object pair evaluation. Obviously, the framework can also
mapOfirst and thenmapQ. However, the impact ofmapping
sequence on the performance is small for both the cases when
jQj 6¼ jOj and jQj ¼ jOj, as confirmed in Section 8.2.
Based on our proposed framework, efficient map and
reduce functions are still in need. In the following,we propose
two partition methods for the map phase, as to be detailed in
Sections 5 and 6 respectively, and present a merge approach
for the reduce phase, as to be discussed in Section 7.
In this paper, we focus on similarity joins in generic met-
ric spaces. However, our framework is flexible, as the filter-
ing techniques developed for particular data types (e.g.,
vectors [30], strings [8]) can be integrated to further acceler-
ate the search. For example, if L2-norm is utilized as the met-
ric for vectors, the Euclidean filter [30] can be integrated in
our framework to prune unqualified object pairs, as to be
verified in our experiments.
5 CLUSTERING BASED PARTITION METHOD
In this section, we propose a clustering based partition
method to distribute uniformly the objects during the map
phase. First, we explain how to select the centroids for parti-
tions. Then, we describe how to map the object sets Q and O
in order. Finally, we analyze the corresponding correctness
and time complexity.
5.1 Centroid Selection
In order to achieve the load balancing, the datasets should be
equally partitioned. The existing solutions choose the cent-
roids randomly and thus need repartitioning. To avoid repar-
titioning, we utilize a two-stage mapping [6] to obtain high
quality centroids, based on which the datasets can be equally
partitioned. Specifically, the two-stagemapping, i.e., the pivot
mapping and the space filling curve (SFC) mapping, maps
objects in a metric space into integers in a one-dimensional
vector space, and preserves the similarity proximity as much
as possible. Hence, we can estimate the partitions among the
original objects using the partitions among the mapped inte-
gers. In the following, we explain the details of the two-stage
mapping using a running example depicted in Fig. 2.
Sampling. The cost to perform the two-stage mapping dep-
ends on the cardinality of the datasets. In order to avoid high
mapping cost,we first sample the datasetsQ andO. For exam-
ple, Fig. 2b shows the sampled dataset for that in Fig. 2a. Note
that, the centroid selection is based on the sampled dataset S.
Pivot Mapping. First, we map the sampled objects in a




Q or O a set of objects
S a sample set of Q or O
jQ j , jO j , or jS j the cardinality of Q, O, or S
q, o, or s an object in Q, O, or S
SC or SP a set of centroids or pivots




O a set of objects q or o in a partition Pi
SRi the result set for Pi
n the number of the pre-computed distan-
ces stored or the number of pivots
m the total number of partitions
f(q) or f(o) a vector for q or o after the pivot mapping
d() the distance function in a metric space
dþ the maximum distance in a metric space
MSJ(Q, O, e) a metric similarity join w.r.t. Q, O, and e
BB(Pi) a bounding box for Pi
MBB(Pi
Q) a minimum bounding box for Pi
Q
SR(Pi
Q), SR(q), or SR(o) a search region for Pi
Q, q, or o Fig. 1. Frameworks for metric similarity joins.
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well-chosen pivots. Given a pivot set SP ¼ fsp1; sp2; . . . ; spng, a
general metric space (M, d) can be mapped to a vector space
(Rn;L1). Specifically, an object q in the metric space is repre-
sented as a point fðqÞ ¼ hdðq; sp1Þ, dðq; sp2Þ; . . . ; dðq; spnÞi in
the vector space. Consider, for instance, the example in Fig. 2,
where L2-norm is used. If SP ¼ fsp1; sp2g, the sampled object
set in the original metric space (as shown in Fig. 2b) can be
mapped to the data points in a two-dimensional vector space
(as illustrated in Fig. 2c), in which the x-axis denotes dðqi; sp1Þ
(or dðoj; sp1Þ) and the y-axis represents dðqi; sp2Þ (or dðoj; sp2Þ)
for any object qi (or oj). As an example, object q2 is mapped to
point h9, 12i.
Pivot Selecting. According to the triangle inequality, dðqi;
ojÞ  maxfjdðqi; sptÞ  dðoj; sptÞjjspt 2 SPg ¼ DðfðqiÞ;fðojÞÞ, where
D() is L1-norm. In other words, the distances in the mapped
vector space provide the lower bound of those in the origi-
nal metric space. In order to preserve the proximity, we try
to select a fixed number of pivots based on the criterion that
the distances in the mapped vector space should approach
those in the original metric space as much as possible. Based
on the observation that good pivots have the characteristic
to be outliers but outliers are not always good pivots [6], we
first find outliers as candidates and then select the pivots
from the outliers according to the criterion described above.
The detailed algorithm is presented in [6].
SFC Mapping. Given a vector f(o) after pivot mapping,
and assume that the range of d() in the metric space is dis-
crete integers (e.g., edit distance), then SFC can directly map
f(q) to an integer SFC(f(q)). An SFC mapping example is
depicted in Fig. 2d. Note that, for simplicity, we use Hilbert
curve in this paper, although any other SFC is applicable.
Considering that the range of d() in a metric space might
be continuous real numbers, d-approximation is utilized to
partition the real range into discrete integers, i.e., 0; 1; . . . ;
bdþ=dc, in which dþ is the maximal distance in the metric
space. Thus, the whole vector space can be partitioned into
ðdþ
d
ÞjP j cells. Given an d, f(q) can be approximated as
hbdðq; p1Þ=dc; bdðq; p2Þ=dc; . . . ; bdðq; pnÞ=dci.
After the two-stage mapping, objects in the sampled data-
set can be sorted according to their corresponding SFC val-
ues. Back to the example in Fig. 2d, the sampled dataset S is
sorted as {o5; q5; o3; q4; q2; o4; o7; q8}. If four partitions are
needed, we divide directly the sorted S into four equaled
partitions, i.e., fo5; q5g; fo3; q4g; fq2; o4g; and fo7; q8g. For
simplicity, we choose the first object in each partition as the
centroid, since the impact of centroids on the overall perfor-
mance is small. Hence, we get a centroid set SC ¼ fo5; o3;
q2; o7g. Using these selected centroids, we can partition the
datasets uniformly in the original metric space, because the
two-stage mapping preserves the proximity between the
original metric space and themapped space.
Based on these, we develop the Centroid Selecting Algo-
rithm (CSA), with its pseudo-code presented in Algorithm 1.
It takes as inputs a sampled dataset S, a pivot set SP, and the
number m of partitions, and outputs a set SC of centroids.
First, CSA computes the mapped vector fðsÞ ¼ hdðs;
sp1Þ; . . . ; dðs; spnÞi for each object s in S using SP (line 1). Then,
it computes the SFC values SFC(f(s)) for every s in S (line 2).
Thereafter, the algorithm sorts the objects in S in ascending
order of their SFC values, and then divides S into m equal-
sized partitions (lines 3-4). Finally, CSA obtains and returns
a set SC of centroids, where scið2 SCÞ is the first object in
every partition (lines 5-6).
Algorithm 1. Centroid Selecting Algorithm (CSA)
Input: a sampled dataset S, a pivot set SP, the number m of
partitions
Output: a set SC of centroids
1: compute ffðsÞjs 2 Sg using SP==fðsÞ ¼ hdðs; sp1Þ; . . . ;
dðs; spnÞi
2: compute fSFCðfðsÞÞjs 2 Sg
3: sort S in ascending order of SFCðfðsÞÞðs 2 SÞ
4: partition S into m partitions Pið1  i  mÞwith equal size
5: SC ¼ fscij1  i  m ^ sci is the first object in Pi}
6: return SC
After getting the centroid set SC ¼ fscij1  i  mg, we
first distribute the object set Q and then the object set O into
m partitions Pið1  i  mÞ, as to be detailed in Sections 5.2
and 5.3, respectively.
5.2 Mapping of Q
Given a set SC of centroids, we can distribute objects in Q to
m partitions Pi based on the generalized hyperplane parti-
tioning technique, as formally defined in Definition 2. To be
more specific, each object q in Q is distributed to the parti-
tion Pi (i.e., q 2 PQi ) whose centroid is the nearest to q. Con-
sider the example depicted in Fig. 3. Given a set SC ¼
fo5; o3; q2; o7g, we can get that PQ1 ¼ fq5g, PQ2 ¼ fq3; q4g,
PQ3 ¼ fq1; q2g, and PQ4 ¼ fq6; q7; q8g.
Definition 2 (Pi
Q Using Generalized Hyperplane Parti-
tioning). Let sci be the corresponding centroid for a partition
Fig. 2. The two-stage mapping.
Fig. 3. Example of partitioningQ.
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Pi, then P
Q
i , the set of objects q ð2 QÞ in Pi obtained via gener-
alized hyperplane partitioning, is defined as {qjq 2 Q ^ 8scj 6¼
sci; dðq; sciÞ  dðq; scjÞ}.
The distances dðq; sciÞ between q and each centroid sci 2 SC
are computed to find the right partition PQi that q belongs to.
Here, we store n outmdistances dðq; sciÞ to avoid unnecessary
distance computations in the reduce phase, as to be discussed
in Section 7. The reason why we only preserve part of distan-
ces dðq; sciÞ is that the transfer cost between the map phase
and the reduce phase is proportional to the number of com-
puted distances used. On the other hand, a large number of
computed distances used can help to reduce the computa-
tional cost of the reduce phase, i.e., the pruning power gets
stronger. We will investigate the impact of the number n of
computed distances preserved in Section 8.2.
Algorithm 2. Clustering based Partitioning Algorithm
for Q (CPAQ)
Input: an object set Q, a set SC of centroids, a digit n
Output: PQi ð1  i  mÞ
1: for each q in Q do
2: compute the dðq; sciÞ for any sci 2 SC
3: store n computed distances dðq; sciÞð1  i  n; n  mÞ
4: push q into its corresponding PQi == Definition 2
5: update the radius PQi .r if necessary
6: return PQi ð1  i  mÞ
We develop the Clustering based Partitioning Algorithm
forQ (CPAQ), with the corresponding pseudo-code shown in
Algorithm 2. It takes as inputs an object setQ, a set SC of cent-
roids, and a digit n referring to the total number of computed
distances preserved, and outputs a set of PQi ð1  i  mÞ. For
each object q in Q, CPAQ computes the distances dðq; sciÞ for
each sci in SC , and then, it stores n out ofm computed distan-
ces, e.g., dðq; sciÞð1  i  nÞ (lines 2-3), to prune unqualified
object pairs in the reduce phase. Next, the algorithm pushes q
into the corresponding PQi according to Definition 2 (line 4),
and updates the radius of PQi if necessary (line 5). In the end,
CPAQ returns a set ofPQi ð1  i  mÞ (line 6).
5.3 Mapping of O
After distributingQ to partitions, we distribute each object o in
O to its corresponding Pi such that hq; oiðq 2 PQi Þ can be an
answer pair. We would like to highlight that the distribution
of Q associates an object q in Q to one and only one partition,
while the distribution of Omight associate an object o in Q to
multiple partitions. In other words, PQi s are disjoint, whereas
POi s might overlap. Furthermore, we understand that the nu-
mber of object pair verifications has a direct impact on query
cost. Consequently, two metric pruning lemmas [38] are used
to prevent distributing objects o into unqualified partitions.
Lemma 1 (Range-Pivot Filtering). For an object oj; if dðoj;
sciÞ > PQi :rþ ", then oj 62 POi . Here,POi is the set of the objects
o (2 O) in partition Pi, and PQi :r equals to the maximum dis-
tance between any q in Pi
Q and its centroid sci of partition Pi.
Proof. For any object q in PQi , if dðoj; sciÞ > PQi :rþ ",
then dðq; ojÞ  dðoj; sciÞ  dðq; sciÞ > PQi :rþ " dðq; sciÞ due
to the triangle inequality. As dðq; sciÞ  PQi :r, then
dðq; ojÞ > ". Thus, hq; oji cannot be in the final result set,
i.e., oj 62 POi , which completes the proof. tu
Note that, PQi :r can be easily obtained during partition-
ing Q. Based on Lemma 1, the objects located outside the cir-
cle region (e.g., the dotted circle in Fig. 4), centered at sci
with radius PQi :rþ ", are not included in POi . Take Fig. 4 as
an example. Objects o2, o4, and o7 do not belong to P
O
2
according to Lemma 1. Actually, Lemma 1 utilizes only one
centroid for data filtering. Next, two centroids can be used
together for data filtering as stated below.
Lemma 2 (Double-Pivot Filtering). Given two centroids sci
and scj and an object o 2 O, if dðo; sciÞ  dðo; scjÞ > 2 ",
then o 62 POi .
Proof. For every q in PQi , according to the definition of P
Q
i ,
dðq; sciÞ  dðq; scjÞ, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Based on the tri-
angle inequality, we have dðo; sciÞ  dðq; sciÞ þ dðq; oÞ and
dðo; scjÞ  dðq; scjÞ  dðq; oÞ. Hence, we can derive that
dðo; sciÞ  dðo; scjÞ  dðq; sciÞ þ dðq; oÞ  dðq; scjÞþ dðo; qÞ 
2 dðq; oÞ as dðq; sciÞ  dðq; scjÞ. If dðo; sciÞ  dðo; scjÞ >
2 ", then dðq; oÞ > ". Thus, hq; oiðq 2 PQi Þ cannot be a real
answer pair, i.e., o 62 POi , which completes the proof. tu
To use Lemma 2, given an object o, we choose its nearest
centroid as scj. This is because the smaller the dðo; scjÞ is, the
larger the dðo; sciÞ  dðo; scjÞ is, and thus, the stronger the
pruning power of Lemma 2 is. Consider the example
depicted in Fig. 4. Assume that o5 and q2 are two centroids
for partitions P1 and P3 respectively and " ¼ 1, the object
o5 62 PO3 as dðo5; q2Þ  dðo5; o5Þ > 2.
Given an object o, Lemmas 1 and 2 help identify the set of
partitions that are not qualified for o. Then o is distributed to
the remaining partitions. Consider the example in Fig. 4 with
" ¼ 1. We can get that PO1 ¼ fo1; o3; o5; o8g, PO2 ¼ fo1; o3; o5;
o6; o8g, PO3 ¼ fo1; o2; o3; o8g, and PO4 ¼ fo6; o7g.
We propose the Clustering based Partitioning Algorithm
for O (CPAO), with its pseudo-code listed in Algorithm 3. It
takes as inputs an object set O, a set SC of centroids, a set of
PQi , and a digit n, and outputs a set of P
O
i . For each object o
in O, CPAO computes all the distances dðq; scÞðsc 2 SCÞ, and
stores n out m distances (lines 2-3). It then distributes o to
the qualified partitions using Lemmas 1 and 2 (lines 4-7).
For every partition Pi, if dðo; sciÞ > PQi :rþ " and dðo; sciÞ
dðo; scjÞ > 2 ", CPAO pushes o into POi . Note that, scj is
the closest centroid to o. Finally, the algorithm returns a
set of POi (line 8).
Fig. 4. Illustration of range-pivot filtering.
Fig 5. Illustration of double-pivot filtering.
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Algorithm 3. Clustering based Partitioning Algorithm
for O (CPAO)
Input: an object set O, a set SP of centroids, a set of POi , a digit n
Output: POi ð1  i  mÞ
1: for each object o in O do
2: compute the distances dðo; scÞ for any sc 2 SC
3: store n computed distances dðo; sciÞ (1  i  n; n  m)
4: for each partition Pi do
5: if dðo; sciÞ  POi :rþ " then // Lemma 1
6: if dðo; sciÞ  dðo; scjÞ  2 " then // Lemma 2
7: push o into POi
8: return POi ð1  i  mÞ
5.4 Discussion
In this section, we first summarize the processing of cluster-
ing based partition method (CPM). Then, we prove its cor-
rectness, and analyze its time complexity.
Fig. 6 illustrates an overview of CPM using the datasets
Q and O shown in Fig. 2a. First, we select a set
SC ¼ fo5; o3; q2; o7g of centroids using the sampling, the pivot
mapping, and the SFC techniques. After that, we mapQ into
four partitions ðPQ1 ¼ fq5g, PQ2 ¼ fq3; q4g, PQ3 ¼ fq1; q2g, and
PQ4 ¼ fq6; q7; q8g) using the hyperplane partitioning tech-
nique, with corresponding summarized partition informa-
tion. Finally, we map O into four partitions (PO1 ¼ fo1;
o3; o5; o8g, PO2 ¼ fo1; o3; o5; o6; o8g, PO3 ¼ fo1; o2; o3; o8g, and
PO4 ¼ fo6; o7g) according to Lemmas 1 and 2.
Next, we analyze the correctness and time complexity of
the clustering based partition method.
Theorem 1. The proposed clustering based partitioning algo-
rithms, namely, CPAQ and CPAO, have no false negatives.
Proof. First, CPAQmapsQ into disjoint parts PQi ð1  i mÞ
with [mi¼1PQi ¼ Q, and thus, MSJðQ;O; "Þ ¼ [mi¼1
MSJðPQi ;O; "Þ. Second, CPAO maps O into the qualified
POj ð1  j  mÞ. Then, we can get that MSJðPQi ;O; "Þ ¼
[jMSJðPQi ; POj ; "Þ due to Lemmas 1 and 2, and thus
MSJðQ;O; "Þ ¼ [mi¼1[jMSJðPQi ; POj ; "Þ. Hence, no any
answer pair is missed, i.e., no false negatives exists. The
proof completes. tu
As CPAQ and CPAO are partitioning algorithms, they
cannot ensure no false positives. Nonetheless, they try to
eliminate false positives (i.e., unnecessary object pair verifi-
cations) as many as possible using Lemmas 1 and 2.
Theorem 2. Let j S j , jQ j , and jO j be the cardinality of the
sampling set S, the dataset Q, and the dataset O respectively, and
let m and n be the number of partitions and the number of pivots
respectively. The time complexities of CSA, CPAQ, and CPAO
are OðjSj  ðnþ log jSjÞÞ, OðjQj mÞ, and OðjOj mÞ,
respectively.
Proof. For CSA, it needs OðjSj  nÞ to perform the pivot
mapping, OðjSjÞ to perform the SFC mapping, and
OðjSj  logjSjÞ to sort the sampled dataset and obtain the
centroids. Hence, the time complexity of CSA is
OðjSj  ðnþ logjSjÞÞ. For CPAQ, it needs O(m) to map
every object into Q to the corresponding partition PQi ,
and thus, its time complexity is OðjQj mÞ. For CPAO, it
needs O(m) to map each object in O to the qualified
partitions POi , and hence, its time complexity is
OðjOj mÞ. The proof completes. tu
Note that, Lemmas 1 and 2 used to filter unqualified
object pairs may result in unbalanced size in each partition.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate their successful
applications. Thus, to achieve the load balancing, we aim to
obtain the balanced size before pruning. As confirmed in
our experiments, CPM can achieve similar load balancing
performance as the state-of-the-art method ClusterJoin using
repartitioning. In addition, CPM can also be applied for the
skewed data, because it selects more centroids in the area
with dense data distribution.
6 KD-TREE BASED PARTITION METHOD
In this section, we present our second partition method
based on KD-tree to distribute uniformly the objects during
the map phase. We explain how to map object sets Q and O
in order, and then, we prove its correctness, and analyze its
time complexity.
6.1 Mapping of Q
In order to achieve the load balancing, we develop another
partition approach that borrows the partitioning technique
from KD-tree to divide the datasets equally. There are three
main steps, namely pivot mapping, spacing splitting, and data
partitioning. We first map the sampled dataset to a vector
space using the pivot mapping; then perform a space split-
ting to partition the whole space into several disjoint sub-
spaces, each of which contains equal-size sampled data; and
finally map the dataset Q to different partitions according to
the sub-spaces obtained.
Pivot Mapping. As stated in Section 5.1, we first sample
the datasets Q and O, and then map the sampled data
objects into a set of vectors using selected pivots.
Space Splitting. We borrow the partitioning technique from
the KD-tree that partitions themappeddata objects intomdis-
joined parts Pið1  i  mÞ with equal size, each bounded by
its corresponding bounding box BB(Pi). Here, BBðPiÞ is an
axis aligned bounding box to contain the part Pi such that
BBðPiÞ \BBðPjÞ ¼ ?ði 6¼ jÞ and [BBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ cap-
tures the entire space. Therefore, the whole space is split into
m disjoint partsBBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ.
We illustrate the space splitting using an example depicted
in Fig. 7. Specifically, we sort the sampled dataset S0 according
to their values on a randomly selected dimension, and then
divide S0 into two disjoint parts with sizes proportional to
dmp=2e=bmp=2c. Here, mp is the number of the partitions
where S0 needs to be split. For instance, in the first splitting
iteration, as shown in Fig. 7a, we have mp ¼ m ¼ 4, and we
sort all the sampled objects sð2 SÞ in themapped vector space
Fig. 6. Example of clustering based partition method.
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based on their values on the dimension y. Thus, the whole
sampled dataset S can be partitioned into two parts A and B
such that jAj=jBj ¼ dmp=2e=bmp=2c ¼ 1, i.e., A ¼ fq2; o3; q4;
o4g and B ¼ fo5; q5; o7; q8g. Thereafter, parts A and B are
recursively split in a similar way with mp ¼ 2, until four
equaled parts are obtained, i.e., P1 ¼ fq2; o4g, P2 ¼ fo3; q4g,
P3 ¼ fo5; q5g, and P4 ¼ fo7; q8g, with corresponding bound-
ing boxes (i.e., the dotted rectangles) shown in Fig. 7b.
We develop a KD-tree based Space Splitting Algorithm
(KSSA), with its pseudo-code presented in Algorithm 4. It
takes as inputs a sampled dataset S, a set SP of pivots, and the
number m of partitions, and outputs a set of bounding boxes
BB(Pi). Initially, KSSA computes the mapped vector fðsÞ for
every object s in S using SP, and then, it initializes a heapH to
fhS;mig and a list L to empty (lines 1-3). Note that, H is used
to store the datasets that need to be further split, and L is uti-
lized to store the bounding boxes after splitting. Thereafter, a
while-loop is conducted to obtainm bounding boxes (lines 4-
15). In each while-loop, KSSA first pops the top entry hS0;mpi
from H. Then, it sorts S0 on a randomly selected dimension j.
Next, S0 is partitioned into two disjoint subsets S01 and S02
with jS01j=jS02j ¼ dmp=2e=bmp=2c: If dmp=2e ¼ 1, the algo-
rithm computes bounding box BB(S01), and pushes BB(S01)
into L; otherwise, S01 needs further partitioning, and
hS01; dmp=2ei is inserted into H (lines 8-11). For S02, it is proc-
essed similar as S01 (lines 12-15). Finally, KSSA reruns a set of
BB(Pi) to complete its process (line 16).
Algorithm 4. KD-Tree Based Space Splitting Algorithm
(KSSA)
Input: a sampled dataset S, a pivot set SP, the number m of
partitions
Output: a set of bounding boxes BBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ
1: compute {fðsÞjs 2 S} using SP
2: H ¼ fhS;mig // heap H stores the datasets needing further
partitioning
3: L ¼  // list L is to store BBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ
4: while L.size < m do
5: pop the top entry hS0; mpi from H
6: select a dimension j randomly and sort S0 on dimension j




8: if dmp=2e ¼ 1 then
9: compute BB(S01) and push BB(S01) into L
10: else
11: push hS01; dmp=2ei into H
12: if bmp=2c ¼ 1 then
13: compute BB(S02) and push BB(S02) into L
14: else
15: push hS02; bmp=2ci into H
16: return a set of BBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ
Data Partitioning. After obtaining a set of disjoint sub-
spaces BB(Pi), every object in Q can be distributed into cor-
responding partition Pi according to BB(Pi).
Definition 3 (Pi
Q Using KD-tree based Splitting). Let Sp
be a set of selected pivots, and BB(Pi) be the bounding box for
partition Pi, then P
Q
i , the set of objects qð2 QÞ in partition Pi,
is defined as {qjq 2 Q ^ fðqÞ 2 BBðPiÞ}.
According to Definition 3, each object q in Q whose fðqÞ
locates inside BBðPiÞ is partitioned into PQi . Consider the
example in Fig. 8. Given a set SP ¼ fp1; p2g, we have PQ1 ¼
fq1; q2g, PQ2 ¼ fq3; q4g, PQ3 ¼ fq5g, and PQ4 ¼ fq6; q7; q8g.
After that, we compute theminimumbounding box (MBB)
for each PQi , in order to get a tight search space. Here,
MBBðPQi Þ is the minimum bounding box to include all the
objects in PQi , denoted as {½minj;maxjj j 2 ½1; n}, in which
minjðmaxjÞ is the minimum (maximum) value dðq; spjÞðq 2
PQi Þ on the dimension j. Consider the example depicted in
Fig. 8a, where the shadow rectangles denote the minimum
bounding boxes. Note that, as P3
Q contains only one object q5,
MBB(PQ3 ) is degraded to a point, i.e., MBBðPQ3 Þ. minj ¼
MBBðPQ3 Þ:maxj ¼ dðq5; spjÞð1  j  nÞ.
We present a KD-tree based Partitioning Algorithm for Q
(KPAQ), with its pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 5. It
takes as inputs a dataset Q, a set SP of pivots, and a set of
BBðPiÞ, and outputs a set of PQi . For each object q in Q, the
algorithm first computes and stores fðqÞ using SP (line 2).
Then, it determines the right partition Pi
Q that q belongs to
(lines 3-5). Finally, KPAQ computes MBB for every PQi , and
then returns a set of PQi (lines 6-7).
Algorithm 5. KD-tree based Partitioning Algorithm for
Q (KPAQ)
Input: a dataset Q, a set SP of pivots, a set of BBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ
Output: a set of partitions PQi
1: for each object q in Q do
2: compute and store f(q) using SP
3: for each BBðPiÞ do
4: if fðqÞ 2 BBðPiÞ then
5: push q into PQi and break
6: computeMBBðPQi Þ for every PQi
7: return a set of PQi ð1  i  mÞ
6.2 Mapping of O
In the sequel, we map O to the corresponding partitions. As
mentioned in Section 5.2, an object o can be distributed into
Fig. 7. Illustration of space splitting.
Fig. 8. Illustration of KD-tree based partitioning.
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multiple partitions. In an extreme case, each object o in O is
distributed to every partition Pi. However, the more the
partitions o is mapped to, the higher the query cost is.
Therefore, we utilize the pivot filtering [38] to avoid distrib-
uting objects o into unqualified partitions.
Lemma 3 (Pivot Filtering). Given a set SP of pivots and a par-
ameter e, and let SRðPQi Þ be a search region such that SRðPQi Þ ¼
fhv1; v2; . . . ; vnij1  j  n ^ vj  0 ^ vj  ½MBBðPQi Þ:minj 
";MBBðPQi Þ:maxj þ "g. If fðoÞ locates outside SRðPQi Þ,
then o 62 POi .
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that there exists an object o 2
POi satisfying that dðq; oÞ  "ðq 2 PQi Þ, but fðoÞ =2 SRðPQi Þ
(i.e., 9spj 2 SP ;9q 2 PQi ; dðo; spjÞ > dðq; spjÞ þ "ordðo; spjÞ <
dðq; spjÞ  "). According to the triangle inequality, dðq; oÞ 
jdðq; spjÞ  dðo; spjÞj. If dðo; spjÞ > dðq; spjÞ  "ordðo; piÞ <
dðq; spjÞ þ " for q 2 PQi , then dðq; oÞ  jdðo; spjÞ dðq; spjÞj >
" for q 2 PQi , which contradicts with our assumption. The
proof completes. tu
Consider the example depicted in Fig. 8b, where the blue
dotted rectangle denotes the search region SRðPQ2 Þ. The
objects o1, o4, o7, and o8 can be pruned away from P
O
2 using
Lemma 3, since their mapped vectors locate outside SRðPQ2 Þ.
Based on Lemma 3, we can distribute each o in O to all the
partitions POi such that fðoÞ 2 SRðPQi Þ. Consider the exam-
ple in Fig. 8b again, where " ¼ 1. We can get PO1 ¼ fo2g,
PO2 ¼ fo2; o3; o5; o6g, PO3 ¼ fo3; o5g, and PO4 ¼ fo3; o6; o7g.
We propose a KD-tree based Partitioning Algorithm for
O (KPAO), with its corresponding pseudo-code depicted in
Algorithm 6. It takes as inputs a dataset O, a set SP of pivots,
and a set of MBBðPQi Þ, and outputs a set of POi . First of all,
KPAO computes the range region SRðPQi Þ for each PQi (line
1). For every object o in O, it computes and stores fðoÞ using
SP (line 3), and then determines which P
O
i that o belongs to
(lines 4-6). Specifically, for each SRðPQi Þ, if fðoÞ locates
inside SRðPQi Þ, then o is pushed into POi . Finally, KPAO
returns a set of POi (line 7).
Algorithm 6. KD-tree based Partitioning Algorithm for
O (KPAO)
Input: a dataset O, a set SP of pivots, a set of MBBðPQi Þð1 
i  mÞ
Output: a set of partitions POi
1: compute SRðPQi Þ for eachMBBðPQi Þð1  i  mÞ
2: for each object o in O do
3: compute and store f(o) using SP
4: for each SRðPQi Þ do
5: if fðoÞ 2 SRðPQi Þ then // Lemma 3
6: push q into POi
7: return a set of PQi ð1  i  mÞ
6.3 Discussion
In this section, we first summarize the processing of the KD-
tree based partition method, and then, we analyze its cor-
rectness and time complexity.
Fig. 9 illustrates an overview of KD-tree based partition
method, using the datasets Q and O shown in Fig. 2. First,
we use a set SP of pivots with the sampled dataset S to per-
form the space splitting, and obtain m disjoint sub-spaces
BBðPiÞð1  i  mÞ. After that, we map each object q in Q
into a partition where f(q) locates (i.e., PQ1 ¼ fq1; q2g, PQ2 ¼
fq3; q4g, PQ3 ¼ fq5g, and PQ4 ¼ fq6; q7; q8g), with the summa-
rized partition information. Finally, we mapO into four par-
titions (i.e., PO1 ¼ fo2g, PO2 ¼ fo2; o3; o5; o6g, PO3 ¼ fo3; o5g,
and PO4 ¼ fo3; o6; o7g) according to Lemma 3.
In the examples depicted in Figs. 6 and 9, the candidates
obtained by the KD-tree based partition method are smaller
than those obtained by the clustering based partition
method. This is because the pruning power of Lemma 3 is
usually stronger than Lemmas 1 and 2, as confirmed by our
experiments to be presented in Section 8.2. Specifically,
Lemma 3 uses the well-selected pivots (i.e., outliers as
described in Section 5.1) to shrink the search space, while
Lemmas 1 and 2 use the centroids to prune the search space.
Thus, the pruning power of Lemma 3 is the strongest, which
keeps the consistency with the observation that good pivots
are usually outliers [6].
Next, we analyze the correctness and time complexity of
the KD-tree based partition method.
Theorem 3. The KD-tree based partitioning algorithms, namely,
KPAQ and KPAO, have no false negatives.
Proof. First, KPAQ maps Q into disjoint parts PQi ð1  i 
mÞ with [mi¼1PQi ¼ Q, and hence, MSJðQ;O; "Þ ¼
[mi¼1MSJðPQi ; O; "Þ. Second, KPAO maps O into the quali-
fied POj ð1  j  mÞ. Then, we can get that MSJðPQi ;
O; "Þ ¼ [jMSJðPQi ; POj ; "Þ because of Lemma 3, and thus
MSJðQ;O; "Þ ¼[mi¼1[jMSJðPQi ; POj ; "Þ. Hence, no answer
object pair is missed, i.e., no false negatives. tu
It is worth noting that, KPAQ and KPAO are partitioning
algorithms, which might cause false positives, and they try
to eliminate false positives using Lemma 3.
Theorem 4. Let jSj, jQj, and jOj be the cardinality of the sam-
pling set, the dataset Q, and the dataset O respectively, and let
m and n be the number of partitions and the number of pivots
respectively. The time complexities of KSSA, KPAQ, and
KPAO are OðjSj  ðnþ logjSj  logmÞ), OðjQj  ðmþ nÞ),
and OðjOj  ðmþ nÞ), respectively.
Proof. For KSSA, it needs OðjSj  nÞ to perform the pivot
mapping, and OðjSj  logjSj  logmÞ to split the whole
space into m equal parts. Thus, the time complexity of
KSSA is OðjSj  ðnþ logjSj  logmÞ). For KPAQ, it needs
Oðmþ nÞ to map each object in Q to the corresponding
partition Pi
Q, and hence, its time complexity is
OðjQj  ðmþ nÞ). For KPAO, it needs O(m) to computes
Fig. 9. Example of KD-tree based partition method.
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SRðPQi Þ, and Oðmþ nÞ to map every object in O to the
qualified partitions POi , and thus, its time complexity is
OðjOj  ðmþ nÞ). The proof completes. tu
According to Theorems 2 and 4, the time complexity of
KD-tree based partition method (KPM) is higher than that
of clustering based partition method (CPM). However, the
number of distance computations dominates CPU cost in
the metric space, as the distance computation is usually
costly. We can derive that, the number of distances compu-
tations for CSA, CPAQ, and CPAO is OðjSj mÞ; OðjQj 
mÞ, and OðjOj mÞ) respectively, while the number of dis-
tance computations for KSSA, KPAQ, and KPAO is
OðjSj  nÞ, OðjQj  nÞ, and OðjOj  nÞ) respectively. Since m
is much larger than n in real applications as well as our
experimental settings, for simple distance function (e.g., L2-
norm), CPM is more efficient; and for complex distance
function (e.g., edit distance), KPM is more efficient, as veri-
fied in Section 8.2.
Similarly, Lemma 3 may lead to unbalanced size in each
partition. However, it is difficult to estimate its successful
applications. Thus, to achieve the load balancing, we try to
obtain the balanced size before pruning. As confirmed in
our experiments, KPM can achieve better load balancing
performance than the state-of-the-art method ClusterJoin
using repartitioning. Also, KPM can be applied for the
skewed data, since it performs more space splitting in the
area with dense data distribution.
7 THE REDUCE PHASE
In this section, we present a plane sweeping based merge
method to find answer object pairs in each partition and
then give some discussions of this method.
Existing approaches for metric similarity joins using
MapReduce conduct exhaustive object pair comparisons in
every partition during the reduce phase. Fortunately, the
query performance can be further improved, using the pre-
served distances computed during the map phase. As stated
in Sections 5 and 6, the distances between each object and
selected pivots or centroids are stored with the object. For
simplicity, we treat the centroids as pivots in the reduce
phase, as the pruning based on centroids and that based on
pivots are similar. To avoid unnecessary object pair verifica-
tions, we utilize the plane sweeping [10], [11] and the pivot
filtering [38] techniques.
Plane Sweeping. We sort datasets PQi and P
O
i in partition Pi
based on a randomly selected dimension j. Specifically, a
pivot spj is selected randomly from SP or SC , and objects q
(or o) in PQi (or P
O
i ) are sorted in ascending order of dðq; spjÞ
(or dðo; spjÞ). Thereafter, a plane is swept from left to right.
According to the triangle inequality, for any object q 2 PQi on
the plane, objects o 2 POi with dðq; oÞ  " satisfy that
dðq; spjÞ  "  dðo; spjÞ  dðq; spjÞ þ "; and for any object
o 2 POi on the plane, objects q 2 PQi with dðq; oÞ  " satisfy
that dðo; spjÞ  "  dðq; spjÞ  dðo; spjÞ þ ". Since the metric
similarly join is symmetric, and the plane sweeps from left to
right, we only need to verify objects oðor qÞ for qðor oÞ with
dðo; spjÞ  dðq; spjÞ þ " (or dðq; spjÞ  dðo; spjÞ þ "). In addi-
tion, Lemma 3 can also be used during the verification, in
which SRðPQi Þ is replacedwith SRðqÞ or SRðoÞ.
Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 10, where PQ2 and
PO2 in partition P2 are sorted on the selected dimension x, i.e.,
sp1 is selected. The plane (i.e., the solid red line in Fig. 10a)
sweeps from the left to the right, and we only need to verify
objects o5, o2, and o3 for q2 on the sweeping plane. In addition,
as depicted in Fig. 10b, Lemma 3 (i.e., the pivot filtering) is
also used to further prune away objects o3, o5, and o6 located
outside SRðq2Þ for q2. Hence, based on plane sweeping and
the pivot filtering, we only need to verify o2 for q2.
We develop a Plane Sweeping based Merge Algorithm
(PSMA), with its corresponding pseudo-code presented in
Algorithm 7. It takes two object sets POi and P
O
i in partition Pi
as inputs, and outputs the result setRSi of the partition Pi. Ini-
tially, PSMA selects a dimension j randomly, and then sorts
PQi and P
O
i in ascending order of dðq; spjÞ and dðo; spjÞ respec-
tively (lines 1-2). Next, we obtain the first entries q and o in PQi
and POi respectively. After that, a while-loop is performed to
find answer object pairs until PQi or P
O
i is empty (lines 4-14).
In each loop, if dðq; spjÞ is no larger than dðo; spjÞ, PSMA finds
the objects o0 in POi with dðo0; spjÞ  dðq; spjÞ þ ", and pushes
hq; o0i into SRi if fðo0Þ 2 SRðqÞ and dðq; o0Þ  " (lines 5-8).
Thereafter, it pops the first entry of PQi , and sets q as the cur-
rent first entry of PQi (line 9). Otherwise, i.e., dðq; spjÞ is larger
than dðo; spjÞ, the operations are similar as lines 5-9 (lines 10-
14). Finally, PSMA returns the result setRSi (line 15).
Next, we analyze the correctness and time complexity of
plane sweeping based merge algorithm.
Algorithm 7. Plane Sweeping based Merge Algorithm
(PSMA)
Input: two object sets PQi and P
O
i in a partition Pi
Output: the result set SRi of the partition Pi
1: select a dimension j randomly // spj is selected
2: sort PQi and P
O
i in ascending order of dðq; spjÞ and dðo; spjÞ
3: q ¼ get-firstðPQi Þ, o ¼ get-firstðPOi Þ
4: while PQi 6¼  and POi 6¼  do
5: if dðq; spjÞ  dðo; spjÞ then
6: for each object o0 in POi do
7: if dðo0; spjÞ  dðq; spjÞþ " ^ fðo0Þ 2 SRðqÞ ^ dðq; o0Þ  "
then
8: push hq; o0i into SRi
9: pop-first(PQi ) and q ¼ get-firstðPQi Þ
10: else // dðq; spjÞ > dðo; spjÞ
11: for each object q0 in PQi do
12: if dðq0; spjÞ  dðo; spjÞ þ " and fðq0Þ 2 SRðoÞ and
dðq0; oÞ  " then
13: push hq; o0i into SRi
14: pop-first(POi ) and o ¼ get-firstðPOi Þ
15: return SRi
Fig 10. Example of plane sweeping based merge method.
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Theorem 5. The proposed Plane Sweeping based Merge algo-
rithm can return exactly the query result, i.e., PSMA has no
false positives and no false negatives.
Proof. First, no answer pair is missed (i.e., no false nega-
tives) as only unqualified object pairs are pruned using
plane sweeping and Lemma 3. Second, all the answer
pairs not pruned are verified to ensure no false positives,
i.e., all the objects o not pruned are verified against for
each object q. The proof completes. tu
Theorem 6. Let jPQi j and jPOi j be the cardinality of the object set
in partition Pi, and let c be the maximum number of the objects
having their distances to any pivot within [v, v þ e]. The time
complexity of PSMA isOðjPQi j  log jPQi j þ jPOi j  log jPOi jþ
ðjPQi j þ jPOi jÞ  cÞ.
Proof. For PSMA, it takes OðjPQi j  log jPQi j þ jPOi j  log jPOi jÞ
in sorting the objects in partition Pi, and OððjPQi j þ jPOi jÞ
cÞ to find the answer object pairs using the plane sweep-
ing technique. Thus, the time complexity of PSMA is
OðjPQi j  log jPQi j þ jPOi j  log jPOi j þ ðjPQi jþ jPOi jÞ  cÞ.
The proof completes. tu
Although the plane sweeping based merge method is
applied in the reduce phase for both the clustering based
and the KD-tree based partition methods, the pruning is
based on different pivot sets, i.e., SP and SC . Since the effi-
ciency depends on the pruning power of the pivots and SP
has stronger pruning power than SC , the reduce phase for
the KD-tree based partition method in most cases can
achieve better performance, as discussed in Section 6.3.
8 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance
of our presented methods using both real and synthetic
data sets, compared with the state-of-the-art competitors
ClusterJoin [30] designed for metric similarity join on Map-
Reduce, eD-index based similarity join algorithm (eD-SJA)
extended from centralized metric similarity join algorithm
[10], and PHiDJ [15] designed for similarity join on MapRe-
duce in the vector space. Note that, the framework of
eD-SJA is similar as [33], which recursively partitions the
dataset until each partition can be filled in the memory of a
single machine. Each time, eD-SJA selects five pivots to par-
tition the dataset using eD-index partitioning technique.
8.1 Experimental Setup
We utilize three real datasets, viz., English1, Color2, andDNA3.
English contains proper nouns, acronyms, and compound
words taken from the Moby Project, and the edit distance is
employed. Color denotes the color histograms extracted from
Flickr, and the L5-norm is used to compare the color image
features. DNA consists of 2.4 million DNA data, and the
cosine similarity is used to measure its similarity under the
tri-gram counting space. Synthetic datasets are also created, in
which the first five dimensional values are generated ran-
domly, and each remaining dimension is the linear combina-
tion of previous ones. Without loss of generality, L2-norm is
utilized for Synthetic datasets. Table 2 summarizes the
statistics of the datasets used in our experiments, where Ins.
Dim. indicates the intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset.
We explore the performance of the algorithms when vary-
ing the parameters shown in Table 3. In every experiment, we
change one parameter, and set the others to their default val-
ues. Themain performancemetrics include the number of dis-
tance computations (compdists for short) and the running time.
All the algorithms are implemented in Java on Hadoop 2.7,
and run on a 10-node Dell cluster, where one serves as the
master node, and others serve as theworker nodes. Each node
has two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 v3 2.4 GHz processors with
6 cores, 32 GB RAM, 1 TB disk, and gigabit Ethernet. Note
that, similar as [30], we omit reporting the results when the
corresponding running time exceeds 36000 seconds.
8.2 Performance Study
We first study the impact of mapping sequence and present
partition statistics. Then, we verify the efficiency of our pro-
posed methods, i.e., clustering based partition method (CPM)
and KD-tree based partition method (KPM), compared against
ClusterJoin and eD-SJA under various parameters, including
(1) the distance threshold e, (2) the dataset size, (3) the sam-
pling size j S j , (4) the numberm of partitions, (5) the number
n of pivots, and (6) the number of nodes. Finally, we evaluate
the efficiency of our methods, compared with PHiDJ on the
specific type of data (i.e., vectors) using L2-norm.
Effect of Mapping Sequence. In order to explore the influence
of mapping sequence, we divide each dataset into two sub-
datasets to simulate the input datasetsQ andO formetric sim-
ilarity joins. Table 4 illustrates the results under two different
problem sizes jQj 6¼ jOj and jQj ¼ jOj. For jQj 6¼ jOj, the run-
ning time of mapping Q first is slightly smaller, and the
compdists is slightly larger, compared with mapping O first.
This is because, the data filtering cost of the second mapping
phase increases with the growth of the secondmapping data-
set size. However, compdists drops (i.e., more unnecessary
object pairs can be filtered) as the second dataset size grows.
In a word, the impact of mapping sequence on query perfor-
mance is small. Consequently, in the rest of experiments, we
mapQ firstwith jQj ¼ jOj as default.
Partition Statistics. Table 5 lists the total number jPQi j
jPOi j of candidate pairs after the map phase, with its
TABLE 2
Statistics of the Datasets Used
Dataset Cardinality Dim. Ins. Dim. Measurement
Color 1,000,000 64 2.83 L5-norm
English 611,756 1	34 4.9 Edit distance
DNA 2,400,000 108 6.9 Cosine similarity
under tri-gram
counting space




distance threshold e (% of dþ) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 1
dataset size (% of original size) 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 60
sampling size jS j 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 5000
the number m of partition 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 200
the number n of pivots 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 5
the number of nodes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 5
1. English is available at http://icon.shef.ac.uk/Moby/
2. Color is available at http://cophir.isti.cnr.it/get.html
3. DNA is available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome
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corresponding average (Avg.) and standard deviation
(Dev.) values among all the partitions. The first observation
is that our methods have fewer candidate object pairs than
those of ClusterJoin and eD-SJA in most cases, owing to
several stronger data filtering techniques used. However,
the average values of eD-SJA are much smaller on DNA and
Synthetic datasets. This is because eD-SJA reclusively parti-
tions the dataset until each partition can be filled into the
main-memory of a single machine, resulting in more parti-
tions while other methods have 200 partitions as default. In
addition, KPM achieves better load balancing performance
(i.e., having smaller standard deviation values) than state-
of-the-art method ClusterJoin, while CPM achieves similar
load balancing performance as ClusterJoin. The reason is
that, CPM and KPM select high quality centroids, and use
the KD-tree based partitioning technique to enable equal-
sized partition.
Effect of e. First, we investigate the influence of e on the
performance of metric similarity joins using real and syn-
thetic data sets. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the
techniques employed in the partition and the reduce phase
respectively, we consider algorithms CPM
 and KPM

which use a brute force method to verify candidates similar
as ClusterJoin. The running time and compdists are depicted
in Fig. 11 under various e values. The first observation is
that CPM
 and KPM
 perform slightly better than Cluster-
Join, but CPM and KPM perform much better than Cluster-
Join. This is because the metric similarity join framework
and the data filtering techniques used by our methods lead
to fewer object pair verifications, and the plane sweeping
and the data filtering techniques used in the reduce phase
significantly improves query efficiency. Note that, eD-SJA
also utilizes the plane sweeping and the data filtering tech-
niques in the reduce phase, which achieves high computa-
tional efficiency, but the running time is worse than our
methods since it needs high query cost to recursively parti-
tion the data. In addition, KPM
 and KPM perform better
TABLE 4
Comparisons of Mapping Sequence
Color
Q ¼ 80%,O ¼ 20% Q ¼ 50%, O ¼ 50%
Time (sec) Compdists Time (sec) Compdists
CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM
Map Q first 991 744 4.6E8 2.6E8 1852 857 6.7E8 1.8E8
Map O first 1011 756 4.6E8 2.6E8 1880 852 6.7E8 1.8E8
English
Q ¼ 80%,O ¼ 20% Q ¼ 50%,O ¼ 50%
Time (sec) Compdists Time (sec) Compdists
CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM
Map Q first 113 115 7.3E8 7.1E8 151 147 1.1E9 1.1E9
Map O first 137 120 7.8E8 7.1E8 163 150 1.1E9 1.1E9
DNA
Q ¼ 80%,O ¼ 20% Q ¼ 50%,O ¼ 50%
Time (sec) Compdists Time (sec) Compdists
CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM
Map Q first 258 64 3.1E8 2.0E7 277 79 3.2E8 2.8E7
Map O first 273 71 3.1E8 2.0E7 279 77 3.2E8 2.8E7
Synthetic
Q ¼ 80%,O ¼ 20% Q ¼ 50%,O ¼ 50%
Time (sec) Compdists Time (sec) Compdists
CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM CPM KPM
Map Q first 248 247 1.7E9 8.0E7 262 270 1.9E9 1.1E8
Map O first 257 255 1.7E9 8.0E7 287 267 1.9E9 1.1E8
TABLE 5
Statistics of Partitions
Color English DNA Synthetic
Avg. Dev. Total Avg. Dev. Total Avg. Dev. Total Avg. Dev. Total
eD-SJA 6.97E7 1.10E9 2.45E10 4.78E7 7.53E8 1.86E10 1.77E7 1.66E8 2.07E10 6.18E7 3.33E8 1.11E11
ClusterJoin 2.81E7 2.49E7 5.49E9 4.62E7 7.75E7 8.67E9 9.83E7 1.50E8 2.13E10 6.12E8 4.94E8 1.23E11
CPM 2.68E7 2.61E7 5.35E9 3.73E7 3.39E7 7.45E9 1.02E8 2.06E8 2.03E10 5.86E8 4.09E8 1.17E11
KPM 1.21E7 8.68E6 2.43E9 2.20E7 4.47E7 4.41E9 6.03E7 3.97E7 1.21E10 6.13E8 4.37E8 1.23E11
Fig. 11. Performance cost versus e (% of the maximum distance dþ).
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than CPM
 and CPM respectively. This is because the prun-
ing power of the data filtering used by KPM
 and KPM is
stronger, contributed by well-selected pivots. The second
observation is that, the superiority of our methods becomes
more significant for complex distance functions (e.g., edit
distance, cosine similarity), as compared with simple dis-
tance functions (e.g., L2-norm). The reason is that the superi-
ority is achieved by avoiding a large number of distance
computations. With more complex distance functions, our
methods can save more running time. As expected, the
query costs increase with the growth of e, since the search
space grows. For clarify, we omit CPM
 and KPM
 in the
following experiments due to similar performance.
Effect of Dataset Size. Fig. 12 shows the results w.r.t. the
dataset size on Color and DNA datasets, to verify the scal-
ability of our methods. As expected, KPM performs the
best, followed by CPM, eD-SJA and then ClusterJoin. Hence,
ClusterJoin and eD-SJA are omitted in the rest of our experi-
ments. Also, the query costs increase with the growth of the
dataset size. This is because, the search space grows with
the dataset size.
Effect of Sampling Size j S j . Fig. 13 plots the results w.r.t.
the sampling size on English and DNA datasets. It is
observed that, the query costs first drop and then stay stable
or slightly ascend with the growth of sampling size. The
reason is that, with larger sampling size, we can get better
estimation during partitioning and thus better query perfor-
mance. However, the partitioning cost grows with the sam-
pling size based on Theorems 2 and 4. Overall, picking 0.1%
to 1% of the original dataset seems to be a good empirical
setting for the sampling size.
Effect of the Number m of Partitions. Fig. 14 illustrates the
query costs under various m values ranging from 25 to 800
on Color and DNA datasets. The first observation is that
the running time of KPM first drops and then ascends or
stays stable as m grows. The reason is that, with more par-
titions, the search region for every partition is tighter, but
the additional CPU cost is needed to maintain more parti-
tions. Nevertheless, on DNA, the compdists of CPM
increases linearly with the growth of m, while compdists of
KPM stays stable. This is because, as discussed in Section
6.3, the number of distance computations of CPM depends
on m, while that of KPM is insensitive to m. Therefore, it
seems to be a good empirical setting when the number of
partitions is 20 to 40 times of the number of worker nodes
in a distributed system.
Effect of the Number n of Pivots. Fig. 15 depicts the query
costs with respect to n, using Color and DNA datasets. Note
that, for CPM, we store n distances computed for pruning
during the reduce phase, i.e., n centroids are chosen to be
Fig. 12. Performance cost versus dataset size (% of original size).
Fig. 13. Performance cost versus sampling size jS j .
Fig. 14. Performance cost versus the numberm of partitions.
Fig. 15. Performance cost versus the number n of pivots.
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used as pivots in the reduce phase. The first observation is
that, the query costs first drop and then stay stable as n
grows. This is because, with more pivots, the pruning
power gets stronger. However, the transfer cost from the
map phase to the reduce phase and the partitioning cost
also increase with n. Note that, KPM performs better than
CPM when the number of pivots used is small. The reason
is that, during the map phase, the data filtering power of
KPM using fewer pivots is weaker than that of CPM using
m centroids (m is set to 200 as default). To achieve good effi-
ciency, the number of well-selected pivots approaches to
the intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset (i.e., Ins. Dim. for
short in Table 2).
Effect of the Number of Nodes. Fig. 16 plots the results w.r.t.
the number of worker nodes in a distributed system on
DNA and Synthetic datasets. As expected, the query cost
drops as the number of the nodes increases, since the
computational ability grows by using more nodes. Nonethe-
less, compdists stays stable because it does not depend on the
number of nodes.
Effect of the Specific Type of Data and Metric. We compare
our methods CPM and KPM against the state-of-the-art
algorithms PHiDJ and ClusterJoin on Synthetic dataset using
L2-norm. In particular, ClusterJoin and CPM integrate the
Euclidean filter [30] designed for L2-norm, while PHiDJ is
designed for vector data. Fig. 17 plots the results on Syn-
thetic dataset. As observed, our methods outperform Clus-
terJoin and PHiDJ. This is because, although PHiDJ uses the
dimension group technique, it still needs to copy the data
too many times, incurring high I/O cost.
9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study metric similarity joins, which find
similar object pairs from two given object sets according to
a certain criterion. Metric similarity joins are not only inter-
esting from a research point, but also have a wide variety of
applications in data cleaning, data mining, data integration,
etc. To support the rapidly growing volume of data nowa-
days, we adopt a popular distributed system, i.e., MapRe-
duce, and carry out a systematic study of metric similarity
joins using MapReduce. First, we propose a framework that
maps two involved object sets in sequence, in order to
obtain a tight search region and thus achieve better query
performance. Then, we present two partition methods,
which use the sampling, the pivot mapping, the space-fill-
ing curve, and the KD-tree partitioning techniques, to
achieve good load balancing. Moreover, the range-object fil-
tering, the double-pivot filtering, the pivot filtering, and the
plane sweeping techniques are utilized to avoid unneces-
sary object pair evaluations. Finally, we conduct extensive
experiments with both real and synthetic data sets to dem-
onstrate that our methods are much more efficient than the
existing state-of-the-art competitors. In the future, we
intend to accelerate metric similarity joins using other dis-
tributed systems. Also, we plan to explore other metric simi-
larity joins (e.g., metric all k-nearest neighbor search) using
MapReduce.
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